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SR. 7. Nothing of this entire sentence in BR, in which nothing is said of the water's
being hot. 8. And astonisht and pleased both his family and the king with his vast
learning MR. 9. No invitation in BR. 10. Much fuller in MR; one of them names
and describes herself and the rest and their several powers. 11. So SR; in the other
three no definite request on the king's part is mentioned. 12. Simply * beggar' JR.
In SR, MR, JR this episode is told in much detail, with a number of vss (none
of which occur in more than one version); in BR we hear only of a brahman who
askt for something to eat, whereupon the king gave him the jewels.
22. Story of the Twenty-second Statuette.   Vikrama Wins
Kamaksi's Quicksilver for another Man
Once as Vikrama wandered* about the earth he came to a certain
shrine, where he worshipt the deity2 with vss 450 and 365.3 He met
there a certain brahman,4 who recognized him by his bodily marks
as a great king, and askt why he was so foolish and careless as to
wander about alone, risking his kingdom. Without attempting to
argue the question (?) 6 the king, seeing that the brahman lookt
despondent, askt him the cause of his grief. He replied that for
twelve years he had tried, by reciting the Kamaksi 6-charm,7 to get
into the cave of the goddess Kamaksi,6 which contained a jar of
magic quicksilver.8 But in spite of this he could not obtain it. The
king then went with him to the spot, and as he slept there at night
the goddess came and told him that the cave would be opened if a
man bearing the 32 superior marks9 should sacrifice himself there.
The king accordingly started to do so, but the goddess relented and
gave him his wish without it; and the king chose as his wish that the
quicksilver should be given to the brahman.
1. First part wanting in BR; the king as he wanders about the earth sees a brah-
man on the banks of the Ganges and asks why he looks dejected — etc. 2. Vi§nu
SR, Yugadideva JR; in MR the shrine belongs to KatySyani, but no worship by the
king is mentioned. 3. Both vss in SR, JR (the name of the deity being changed).
4. Traveler JR. 5. SR says the king recognized the advice as sound; in MR he re-
plies " that is my mode of conduct; ** in JR he replies with some vss showing that
worldly fortune is of small account compared with righteousness. Compare Story 14.
6. Kamaksa (v. 1. Kamakhya) JR. The cave is located on Mount Nlla SR, on Mt.
MahanJla JR, on a distant mountain BR, near the city of KafLci MR. 7. So SR, JR;
in MR, BR by " performing devotions " for 12 years. 8. By which the base metals
are changed into gold SR. 9. Simply *a man* BR.

